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Abstract
Background
The Thessaly test is a relatively recently developed meniscal test; therefore research compared to other meniscal
tests is somewhat limited. In addition, a systematic review comparing the Thessaly’s test with a long standing test such
as the McMurray test has not been previously conducted.
Objective
To systematically identify and appraise all empirical studies comparing the diagnostic accuracy of the Thessaly test
and McMurray test.
Procedure
Eligible studies were identiied through a rigorous search of ScienceDirect, CINAHL Plus, Pubmed, PEDro, EMBASE
and Cochrane Library from January 2004 until August 2014. Full English reports of studies investigating the accuracy
of the Thessaly test and McMurray test. Quality Assessment of Studies of Diagnostic Accuracy (QUADAS) scores were
completed on each selected article.
Results
The Thessaly test reported to have higher diagnostic accuracy values (61-96%) compared to the McMurray test (5684%). Although McMurray test showed to have higher sensitivity in the detection of lateral meniscal tears, the Thessaly
reported to more sensitive for medial and higher speciicity values for both medial and lateral tears.
Limitations
All the included studies have considerable limitations related to inclusion and exclusion criteria and recording of test
outcomes.
Conclusion
Higher strength of evidence studies are warranted to ensure a more robust data collection of information in addition
to further investigate the diagnostic accuracy of such tests.

Keywords: hessaly test; Diagnostic accuracy; Meniscal tears;
McMurrays test.

Introduction
Meniscal injuries are common in both sporting and non-sporting
populations, frequently causing signiicant pain and functional
limitations [1]. Furthermore meniscal injuries impose undue load and
stress on the adjacent articular cartilage, predisposing the articular
cartilage to damage and thus increasing the risk of early onset of
osteoarthritis [2]. Research has demonstrated that injuries which occur
within avascular regions of the menisci do not heal spontaneously
[3]. Early detection of meniscal injuries is therefore of paramount
importance to enable rapid implementation of appropriate treatment
interventions and to reduce the risk of complications [4]. Identifying
clinically useful methods for detecting meniscal tears has therefore
attracted much attention from physiotherapists and doctors for many
years [5].
Arthroscopy is widely considered the gold standard in the
assessment of meniscal injuries, with evidence suggesting magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is the most accurate non-invasive tool for
detecting meniscal injuries [2]. he diagnostic value of MRI has
however been questioned, particularly when used in isolation [6].
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his, together with the high cost of MRI, means physical examination
tests have a particularly important role to play in the detection of
meniscal injuries in clinical practice [5]. Numerous such tests have
been developed; however there is on-going controversy regarding their
diagnostic value [5-11].
Of all the meniscal tests available the McMurray test is thought to be
the most widely used [11]. his test, irst described in 1940, involves the
examiner applying a valgus/varus stress and external/internal rotation
to the patient’s knee during passive knee extension [7]. In contrast the
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hessaly Test is a much more recently developed test, irst introduced
in 2005, and requires the patient to actively rotate his/her knee in
standing whilst maintaining either 5° or 20° of knee lexion [8]. From
a functional perspective the hessaly test may therefore be considered
superior to the McMurray test because it is performed in a functional
weight bearing position as opposed to a non-functional position such
as lying. It has been suggested that rotation of the knee at 20° of lexion
in a unilateral stance position causes meniscal fragments to be squeezed
apart, stimulating nociceptors within the outer parts of the menisci and
eliciting a pain response [8]. he increased load achieved through use
of a standing position has been suggested to enable the detection of
even small meniscal tears. However Akseki et al. have suggested that
the McMurray test is superior to weight bearing meniscal tests for
detecting degenerative meniscal tears. Because the McMurray’s test is
the most long standing and commonly used meniscal test, compared
to other tests such as Apleys and joint line tenderness [9], this test was
therefore selected to be used as a comparison with the hessaly’s test.
Although the hessaly Test has not been as extensively researched
as the McMurray test a meta-analysis performed in 2010 suggested
that the hessaly test has higher test quality than the McMurray test
[5]. Furthermore, subsequent research has reported the hessaly test
to have a sensitivity of 89-92% [10], while the McMurray test has been
reported to have a sensitivity of only 76% [11]. he speciicity values
reported for the hessaly and McMurray tests are however comparable,
being 96-97% and 99% respectively [10].
To the authors’ knowledge no systematic reviews have compared
the relatively recently developed hessaly test to a more long standing
test such as the McMurray test. Such a review could provide valuable
information for assisting the detection of meniscal tears in clinical
practice. he objective of the present systematic review was therefore to
determine the diagnostic accuracy of the hessaly test compared to the
McMurray test for the detection of meniscal tears.

Methods
he conduct and reporting of this systematic review have been
based on guidelines provided by the PRISMA statement [12].

Protocol and registration
No prior protocol was published.

Data sources
A thorough search of the following electronic databases was
performed using the terms displayed in (Table 1). Pubmed, Cochrane
Library, CINAHL Plus, EMBASE, ScienceDirect and PEDro. he
reference lists of the retrieved articles were also hand searched. All
searches were performed by one investigator (JA).

Trial selection
All articles identiied by the searches were assessed for eligibility
using the criteria described below. Full text copies of any potentially
relevant articles were obtained to conirm eligibility. he trial selection
was performed by one investigator (JA).

Eligibility criteria
he electronic search results were considered for inclusion if they
were empirical quantitative studies which investigated the sensitivity
and speciicity values of the hessaly and McMurray tests for detecting
meniscal tears. Only studies which compared these two tests were
included, with exclusion of studies investigating the hessaly test
Physiother Rehabil
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Database

Search strategy

Results

PubMed

((menisci [tw] AND test [tw]) OR diagnostic [tw] OR
Thessaly Test OR McMurrays Test [tw] OR accuracy[tw])
AND ((quantitative [tw] AND design [tw]) OR clinical [tw])
AND "humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND

140

Cochrane
Library

((menisci AND test) OR diagnostic OR Thessaly Test OR
McMurrays Test OR accuracy ) AND ((quantitative AND
design ) OR clinical)

25

CINAHL Plus

((menisci AND test ) OR diagnostic OR Thessaly Test OR
McMurrays Test OR accuracy ) AND ((quantitative AND
design ) OR clinical )

46

Embase

‘menisci ‘/ test OR ‘diagnostic’/exp OR ‘Thessaly Test’/
exp OR’McMurrays Test’/exp OR ‘accuracy’/exp OR
quantitative design’/exp OR ‘clinical’

16

("menisci test" OR diagnostic OR "Thessaly Test" OR
ScienceDirect McMurrays Test OR accuracy) AND ("quantitative design"
OR clinical)

PEDro

menisci AND test AND Thessaly Test McMurrays Test

735

8

Table 1: Electronic resource search strategy and results.

or McMurray test in isolation. his was to maximise consistency of
variables such as the patient population, setting for the two diferent
tests. Studies were rejected if there were no sensitivity or speciicity
values recorded. In addition, any studies that did not use a reference
standard such as MRI or arthroscopy were also rejected.
Studies were only considered for inclusion if they were full text
papers published in English language dated from 2nd January 2004 to 2nd
January 2015. Abstracts alone and systematic reviews were excluded;
however the reference lists of any relevant systematic reviews were
screened for potentially relevant studies. Full text copies of studies
reported in conference proceedings were retrieved if available.

Data extraction
Data regarding the characteristics, participants, interventions,
outcome measures and results of each study selected for inclusion
were extracted using a standardised form (Table S1). his form was
completed by one reviewer (JA) and veriied by a two independent
reviewers (AA and SH).

Study synthesis and appraisal
Each study selected for inclusion was assessed by three
independent reviewers (JA, and SH) using the Quality Assessment
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) [13,14]. he QUADAS is a
quality assessment checklist speciically developed for use in studies
investigating diagnostic accuracy. It comprises 14 items which are
presented as questions that must be answered using either “yes”, “no”,
or “unclear” (Table S2) [14]. he original authors of the QUADAS
emphasised that the tool does not provide a quality score [14]; however
subsequent authors have advocated awarding all the “yes” answers 1
point to yield an overall QUADAS score [13]. Furthermore a cut-of
score of 10 has been suggested, with scores of 10 or more indicating
high quality and score of less than 10 indicating low quality (14). It was
therefore decided to adopt this approach for the present study. Although
there is an updated version of the QUADAS tool, the original QUADAS
tool is still considered to be a reliable quality assessment checklist
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[15]. Following the reviewed studies, any discrepancies between the
independent reviewers were resolved by consensus; in addition a third
independent reviewer (UC) was available to address any disagreements
if required.

Diagnostic accuracy measures

Study design
Konan et al. [18], Mirzatolooei et al. [19] and Goossens et al. [20]
all employed a diagnostic accuracy study. Karachalios et al. employed a
randomised two group, pre and post-test design [8].

Participants

Results from the included studies were directly transferred and
assembled together showing sensitivity, speciicity and diagnostic
accuracy values for the hessaly and McMurray’s test.

Results
Study selection
he study selection process and number of results retrieved from
each electronic search are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 respectively.
Out of the 970 articles retrieved in the electronic searches, 293 were
duplicates, leaving a total of 677 potentially relevant articles. No
additional articles were identiied through hand-searching; therefore
677 articles were screened for possible inclusion. Of these articles,
634 were excluded based on their titles and abstracts alone. A detailed
assessment of the full-text versions of the remaining 43 articles resulted
in exclusion of a further 39 articles. Due to a lack of inclusion of the
hessaly Test, 37 of these were excluded, whilst the remaining article was
excluded because it did not provide sensitivity and speciicity values for
the hessaly or McMurray tests considered individually [16]. Another
study by Harrison, Abel & Gibson (2009), was also removed due to the
study not including the McMurray’s test [17]. he remaining 4 articles
[8,18-20], which described 4 separate studies, were all included in this
review. he characteristics of these studies are presented in Table 2.

A total of 1192 individuals participated in the studies included in
this review. 758 of the participants were male and the age ranged16
years [18] to 56 years [8]. he inclusion and exclusion criteria used
varied between the included studies. hree studies included participants
with suspected meniscal tears [8,18,20]. In contrast Mirzatolooei et al.
included participants with conirmed ACL tears who were awaiting
surgical repair [19]. All studies included both inclusion and exclusion
criteria as a requisite to clinically diagnose a meniscal tear [8,18-20].
Duration of symptoms were only reported by two of the included
studies [8,20], but this varied considerably from more than 3 months
[20] weeks to less than 4 weeks [8]. For the other studies, no speciic
time scales were reported [18,19].

Interventions
All four studies investigated the hessaly test performed at 20° of
knee lexion [8,18-20]. Two studies also investigated the hessaly test
performed at 5° of knee lexion [8,18]. All four studies included the
McMurray test [8,18-20]. In addition one study included the Apley test
[8] and three studies included the joint line tenderness test [8,18,19].
he reference standard used to conirm a meniscal tear varied between
studies, with Karachalios et al. using MRI [8], whilst all the other studies
used arthroscopy [18-20].

Records identified through
Database searching
(n = 970)

Additional records identified
Through other sources
(n = 0)

# of records after duplicates removed (n = 677)

# of records screened
(n = 677)

# of records excluded
(n = 634)

(n
#of full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 43)

#of studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n = 4)

# of full-text articles
excluded, with reasons
(n = 39)
39- Study design not
meeting criteria

#of studies included in
quantitative synthesis (metaanalysis)
(n = 0)
Figure 1: PRISMA low diagram of search strategy.
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Participants

Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Physical examination

Reference
standard

Study

Design

Karachalios et
al. [18]

Group A inclusion criteria:
All participants
For medial and lateral meniscal
• Diagnosis of suspected
underwent a clinical
Following
injuries respectively:
meniscal tear based on clinical
The Thessaly test performed
examination performed
the physical •
Group A: 213
history.
at 5º had an overall
by two experienced
examination
participants with Group A exclusion criteria:
accuracy of 86% and 90%,
examiners and
all participants
suspected meniscal •
Multiple knee injuries,
a sensitivity 66% and 81%
two inexperienced
underwent an
injuries (157 males,
history of knee surgery, knee
and a speciicity of 96% and
examiners, which
MRI scan.
56 females).
osteoarthritis or cartilage
91%.
included application of
Participants in
Mean age 29.4 years
damage.
Randomised
The Thessaly test performed
the Apley, McMurray, JLT group A but not •
(range 18-55 years). •
Neurological/ musculoskeletal
two group pre/
at 20º had an overall
and Thessaly tests.
group B also
Group B: 197
degeneration.
post study
accuracy of 94% and 96%, a
In group A the Thessaly underwent knee
participants with no •
Synovial disorder
sensitivity of 89% and 92%
test was performed on
arthroscopy
knee pathologies (144 •
Within the irst 4 weeks postand a speciicity of 97% and
the unaffected knee
for therapeutic
males, 53 females).
injury.
96%.
followed by the affected purposes but only
Mean age 31.1 years Group B inclusion criteria:
knee.
the MRI scan The McMurray test had an
(range 18-56 years). •
No knee symptoms or history of
overall accuracy of 78% and
The Thessaly test was results were used
knee disorders.
84%, a sensitivity of 48%
performed at both 5º as the reference
Attending an outpatient clinic for
and 65% and a speciicity of
and 20º.
standard.
lumbar spine or shoulder
94% and 86%.
disorder.

Inclusion criteria:
• Awaiting arthroscopy for
suspected meniscal injury.
• Diagnosis of suspected
109 participants with
meniscal injury based on
suspected meniscal
clinical history, physical
Diagnostic
injuries (80 males, 29
examination and MRI scan
Konan et al. [19] accuracy study
females).
results.
Mean age 39 years
Exclusion criteria:
(range 16-56 years).
• Not consenting to performing
the Thessaly test.
No conident performing the
Thessaly test due to anxiety
or pain.

Mirzatolooei et
al. [20]

Inclusion criteria:
• ACL injury evident on MRI
scan.
• Awaiting ACL reconstruction
80 participants with
surgery.
ACL injuries (76
Exclusion criteria:
males, 4 females).
Diagnostic
• Over 40 years old.
accuracy study
Mean age 26.62
• Multi-ligamentous knee injury,
years (range 17-40
previous knee surgery or
years).
history of anterior knee pain.
• Rheumatologic disease.
Degenerative changes on knee
radiographs.

Inclusion criteria:
593 participants with •
At least 18 years old.
suspected meniscal •
Referred to hospital for
injuries (301 males,
arthroscopy due to a possible
Goossens et al. Diagnostic
292 females).
meniscal tear.
[21]
accuracy study
Mean age 49.4
Exclusion criteria:
years (age range not •
Knee surgery in the previous 3
provided).
months.
Neurological disease.

All participants
underwent a clinical
Following
examination performed
the physical
by one investigator,
examination
blinded to the MRI
all participants
scan results, which
included application of underwent knee
the McMurray, JLT and arthroscopy and
MRI were used
Thessaly tests.
The Thessaly test was as the reference
standard.
performed at both 5º
and 20º.

All participants
underwent a clinical
examination performed
by two orthopaedic
residents, which
included application of
the McMurray, JLT and
Thessaly tests.
The Thessaly test was
performed at 20º only.

All participants
underwent a
clinical examination
performed by one of
seven experienced
physiotherapist, which
included application
of the Thessaly
test followed by the
McMurray test.
The Thessaly test was
performed at 20º only.

Results

For medial and lateral meniscal
injuries respectively:
• The Thessaly test performed
at 5º had an overall
accuracy of 49% and 71%
and a speciicity of 68% and
89%. No sensitivity values
were recorded for this test.
• The Thessaly test performed
at 20º had an overall
accuracy of 61% and 80%, a
sensitivity of 59% and 31%
and a speciicity of 67% and
95%.
The McMurray test had an
overall accuracy of 57% and
77%, a sensitivity of 50%
and 21% and a speciicity of
77% and 94%.

The Thessaly test performed at
20º had an overall accuracy of
Following
the physical 60%, a speciicity of 40% and a
examination sensitivity of 79%.
all participants The McMurray test had a
underwent knee speciicity of 91% and a
arthroscopy sensitivity of 51%. The overall
for therapeutic diagnostic accuracy of the
and diagnostic McMurray test was not reported.
purposes. The All values provided were for
arthroscopy medial and lateral meniscal
results were used injuries considered together, with
as the reference no values being provided for
medial or lateral meniscal injuries
standard.
considered in isolation.
For medial and lateral meniscal
injuries respectively:
Following
•
The Thessaly test
the physical
performed at 20º had an overall
examination
accuracy of 58% and 46%, a
all participants
underwent knee sensitivity of 64% and 64% and a
arthroscopy and speciicity of 45% and 40%.
the arthroscopy The McMurray test had an
results were used overall accuracy of 59% and
as the reference 43%, a sensitivity of 69% and
72% and a speciicity of 37%
standard.
and 34%.

Table 2: Characteristics of the included studies. ACL- anterior cruciate ligament, JLT- joint line tenderness, MRI- magnetic resonance imaging.

Findings
he principal aim of the included studies was to evaluate the
diagnostic accuracy of the hessaly test in detecting knee meniscal
injuries compared to more established tests such as the McMurray
test. hree of the included studies concluded that the hessaly test
Physiother Rehabil
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performed in isolation is not an accurate test for determining the
presence of meniscal tears [18-20], whereas one of the included studies
reported that the hessaly test is highly accurate when used for this
purpose [8]. One study also concluded that performing the hessaly
test and McMurray test together does not provide an accurate method
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of detecting meniscal injuries [20], whilst another concluded that
combining the hessaly test with other clinical test does help improve
diagnostic accuracy [18].
All the included studies investigated the McMurray test in addition
to the hessaly test [8,18-20]. One study also included the Apley test
[8] and three studies included the joint line tenderness test [8,18,19].
All four studies used the hessaly test performed at 20° of knee lexion
[8,18-20]. Two studies also performed the hessaly test at 5° of knee
lexion [8,18]. As demonstrated in Table 3 the diagnostic parameters
of sensitivity, speciicity and accuracy varied considerably for both the
hessaly test and McMurray test between the diferent studies. Accuracy
values for the hessaly test performed at 20° ranged from 58% to 94%
for medial meniscal and for lateral 46-96% [8,18-20] and the accuracy
values for the McMurrays test ranged from 56% to 78% for medial and
for lateral was 43% to 84% indicating that the hessalys test showed
an overall higher° diagnostic accuracy rate compared to McMurrays.
Sensitivity values for medial meniscus for the hessaly test ranged
from 59% to 96.1%. Sensitivity values for the McMurrays test ranged
from 48% to 96.1%. Sensitivity values for the lateral meniscus for the
hessalys test ranged from 31% to 92% compared to the McMurrays
which ranged from 21% to 96.1% which would indicate that the
hessaly test appeared more accurate from a sensitivity value for the
medial and lateral meniscus compared to McMurrays. Speciicity values

for the medial meniscus for hessalys test ranged from 38.4% to 97.7%
compared to McMurrays which ranged from 33.3% to 94%. Speciicty
for lateral for hessalys test ranged from 38.4% to 97.7% compared to
McMurays which ranged from 33.3% to 94% which would indicate
that hessalys has a higher speciicity value both medial and lateral
meniscus compared to McMurrays. Sensitivity and speciicity values
are shown in Table 4.
he QUADAS scores for the included studies are displayed in Table
3.All four studies scored a 10 or above for the QUADAS scale [8,18-20],
suggesting they have high methodological quality. One study scored 10
[18], another study scored 11 [20] one study scored 12 [8] whilst the
inal study scored 13 [19].

Discussion
he studies included in this systematic review provide preliminary
evidence that the hessaly test is a clinically useful test when compared
to the McMurray’s test. hese indings should however be interpreted
with caution because only four studies were included. It was reported
that Koonan et al. [18], Mirzatolooei et al. [19] and Goossens et al.
[20] did not ind the hessaly test to be a valid and clinically useful test
compared to Karachalios et al. [8]. Mirzatolooei et al. reported one of
the lowest percentage of speciicity 40% for the hessaly’s test compared
to his McMurrays test values, which were very similar speciicity

Article

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Total

Karachalios et
al. [18]

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

U

N

✓

12

Konan et al.
[19]

N

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

N

✓

U

✓

N

✓

10

Mirzatolooei et
al. [20]

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

U

✓

✓

✓

13

Goossens et
al. [21]

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

V

N

✓

✓

N

N

✓

11

Table 3: QUADAS scores for the included studies. ✓ = yes; N = no; U = unknown.
Thessaly Test 5 degrees
Sensitivity

Speciicity

Thessaly Test 20 degrees

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Speciicity

McMurrays test

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Speciicity

Accuracy

Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral Medial Lateral
Karachalios et al.
[18]

Konan et al. [19]

66%

81%

No Data

Mirzatolooei et
al. [20]
Goossens et al.
[21]

96%

91%

86%

90%

89%

92%

97%

96%

94%

96%

48%

65%

94%

86%

78%

84%

68%

89%

49%

71%

59%

31%

67%

95%

61%

80%

50%

21%

77%

94%

57%

77%

No Data

79%*

No Data

64%

40%*

45%

40%

60%*

58%

46%

51%*

69%

72%

91%*

37%

34%

56%*

59%

43%

Table 4: Diagnostic parameters reported in the included studies. * Not medial/lateral speciic.
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and sensitivity values to three of the included studies [8,18,20]. In
addition, six patients had to withdraw from Mirzatolooei study due to
their knee giving way and severe pain during the hessaly Test. his
could be a factor as to why Mirzatolooei concluded that the hessaly
test was not clinically useful. Furthermore, research has revealed that
concurrent ACL deicient knees have been shown to signiicantly lower
the diagnostic accuracy of the hessalys test [1]. Konan et al. [18] and
Goossens et al. [20] studies also reported that the hessaly’s test was
not clinically useful compared to Karachalios et al. [8]. his may be
due to the fact that Konan et al. and Goossens et al. employed a cohort
design, apart from a cohort study being a lower strength according
the hierarchy scale of evidence [21], there may also be the possibly
of a cohort study to be somewhat unbalanced and biased [18-20,22]
compared to Karachalios et al., who employed a randomised, cross over
design. Such a design ensures there is no bias in the testing of diagnostic
accuracy and follows the appropriate methodology for assessing
diagnostic tests [23]. In addition, Goossens et al. study only excluded
patients if they had previous knee surgery in the last 3 months [20]. his
however did not exclude patients who may have had surgery prior to
the required 3 months. his could have inluenced the outcome of the
tests for patients who may have had ACL surgery or meniscal surgery.
All included studies conirmed a meniscal tear prior to clinical
examination and surgery [8,18-20]. Although it is clearly documented
in the literature that MRI is a gold standard in the diagnosis of a meniscal
lesion, a study by Ercin et al. reported that clinical examination by an
experienced clinician versus MRI showed only marginal diferences in
speciicity and sensitivity values, therefore suggesting that MRI are not
always required in the diagnosis of meniscal tears if an experienced
clinician conducts a full clinical examination. In addition, Madhusudan
et al. conducted a study investigating clinical examination versus MRI
and found that clinical examination showed higher speciicity values
and MRI demonstrated a higher sensitivity value in the detection of
meniscal tears, therefore suggesting that MRI should be used as more
of a supplementary tool [24].

Limitations of the included studies
he range of patients in the included studies varied because of
diferent methods in the patient recruitment process. Most obviously,
the characteristics of the studies varied due to the diferences in study
inclusion and exclusion criteria and study design (randomised study
versus diagnostic accuracy studies) [8,18-20]. he reference standards
used in all studies was MRI and arthroscopy [8,18-20], however MRI is
not always as accurate as an arthroscopic investigation. Similarly, due
to the invasive nature of knee arthroscopy or surgery as a reference
standard may have afected the recruitment of participants through
some of the included studies. Having used a clinical composite score
which assesses ive key subjective and objective meniscal related
outcomes, it is said to increase the positive predictive value of inding a
meniscal tear by 92.3% [25].
All included studies lacked detail when describing the test procedure
of the McMurray’s test [8,18-20]. here are a number of variations of
the McMurray’s test [26]. he studies that compared the diagnostic
accuracy of the McMurray’s test with that of modiied versions of the test
showed enhanced diagnostic accuracy for the modiied test. To ensure
a more robust test procedure, thorough description of the McMurray’s
test may have minimised scrutiny over possible methodological laws.

Limitations of this review
he QUADAS quality bias and checklist tool is heavily weighted
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towards assessing bias, as question items 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 14
assess bias and two question items 1 and 2 are related to variability [4].
From an accuracy perspective, basing diagnostic values on speciicity
and sensitivity alone could be a limitation as heterogeneous nature
of meniscal tears (anterior versus posterior tears) including diferent
patient contexts and meniscal pathologies could dramatically alter
levels of sensitivity and speciicity values [27]. Okert et al. suggest
that likelihood ratios are more of an accurate measurement for
clinical diagnostic tests. Furthermore, only included studies which
compared the hessaly and McMurray tests were utilised, if all studies
investigating the diagnostic parameters of these tests had been included
it would have provided more conclusive data. A meta-analysis could not
be performed due to the heterogeneous nature of the included studies.

Implications for practice and future research
his review has highlighted that there is currently a paucity of
reasonable evidence comparing the hessaly’s test with the McMurray’s
test to determine a meniscal tear of the knee. Such research should
ideally include randomised parallel group studies comparing the
hessaly’s test with similar weight bearing meniscal tests such as
the Ege’s test [28]. To give a true representation of the population,
research should be undertaken in patients that have both acute and
chronic meniscal symptoms. In addition, future investigations should
prospectively assess the value of commonly used aspects of the patient
history and meniscus tests. Until such research is undertaken the
clinical use of these interventions should be guided by sound clinical
reasoning and practitioner experience.

Conclusion
his review systematically identiied and appraised to create an
evidence-based review for the diagnosis of a meniscus tear. Given
that the hessaly test and McMurray’s test have the potential to assist
in the diagnosis of a meniscal tear of the knee, the hessaly’s test
appears underutilised in practice despite its potential advantages
further research in this area is clearly warranted [29]. Although
further diagnostic procedures such as MRI are important to conirm
the diagnosis of a meniscal tear. MRI is useful, but should be reserved
for situations in which an experienced clinician requires further
information before arriving at a diagnosis. Indications for arthroscopy
should be therapeutic, not diagnostic in nature [30]. he aim of this
systematic review was to conclude the clinical usefulness of the hessaly
test in comparison to the McMurray’s test in the diagnostic accuracy of
a meniscal tear and from this it can be concluded the hessaly test is
an efective diagnostic tool that should be used within clinical practice.
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